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Go anywhere in style. With the addition of a new off-road option that adds serious
terrain-taming equipment, "anywhere" just got bigger. That new off-road option includes a
two-speed transfer case and an adjustable ride height suspension, both of which give the
M-Class extra capability in the dirt. But truth be told, we suspect few M-Class owners will
actually ford streams or blaze trails through the wilderness. No, they're more likely to challenge
the "civilized" urban jungle. And for that, the ML will still work out just fine. With a variety of
engines that range from adequate to dominant, there seems to be an ML to suit every taste.
There's also the diesel-fueled V6 in the ML Bluetec that returns 23 mpg combined. Of course,
being a Mercedes , the M-Class has an impeccably designed and assembled interior that bathes
occupants in top-notch materials and features galore. If you're shopping for a luxury crossover
SUV, you won't be wanting for choice. The BMW X5 offers comparable luxury, power and
feature content, yet also has a third-row seat, something the Mercedes lacks. If performance is a
high priority, the sportier Porsche Cayenne is likely a better choice. Then again, if making a
stately entrance is important no matter where you want to go, the Mercedes-Benz M-Class is
sure to satisfy. Other than the wheels, all of these items are available on the trims. The Lighting
package includes adaptive bi-xenon headlights. The Lane Tracking package includes blind-spot
warning and lane departure warning and assist. The Driver Assistance package adds adaptive
cruise control with active PreSafe braking to the contents of the Lane Tracking package.
Individual option highlights include a panoramic sunroof, front and rear parking sensors, a
night vision camera, triple-zone climate control, full leather seating, ventilated front seats,
heated rear seats, multicontour front seats with massage functions, a rear seat entertainment
system, two-tone leather upholstery and different cabin accents metallic and wood. The ML63
AMG gets a twin-turbo V8, active roll stabilization, stronger brakes, AMG-tuned suspension and
steering, inch wheels, special leather upholstery, sport seats and unique styling elements inside
and out. The Premium 1, Lighting and Lane Tracking packages are standard as well. The AMG
Performance package raises engine output and adds a higher top speed. Also optional are inch
AMG wheels along with most of the other trims' extra equipment. The ML comes with a 3. A
seven-speed automatic transmission sends power to the rear wheels, with 4Matic all-wheel
drive available as an option. In Edmunds performance testing, an ML 4Matic went from zero to
60 mph in 6. The ML Bluetec has a 3. It produces hp and a prodigious lb-ft of torque. The ML
gets a 4. Mercedes says it'll hit 60 mph in 5. The AMG Performance package bumps this engine
up to hp and lb-ft. Mercedes says the ML63 will hit 60 mph in 4. Standard safety features for all
Mercedes-Benz M-Class models include antilock brakes, traction and stability control, hill-start
assist and hill-descent control, active front head restraints, the mbrace2 telematics system
smartphone integration and Web-based apps that include remote controls, driver monitoring
and emergency services , a collision warning system, PreSafe it anticipates an imminent crash
and automatically takes measures to better secure occupants , front and rear side airbags, side
curtain airbags and a driver knee airbag. The optional Lane Tracking package includes blind
spot warning and lane departure warning. Paired with the adaptive cruise control system is an
advanced PreSafe system that automatically applies the brakes when a collision is imminent. In
Edmunds brake testing, an ML 4Matic came to a stop from 60 mph in feet, which is outstanding
for such a heavy vehicle with all-season tires. Though the acceleration numbers of the gas and
diesel V6s are similar, there are two distinct personalities here. As expected, the turbodiesel V6
provides strong low-end grunt, which tapers off as the revs climb. The gas V6 takes the
opposite tack, feeling a bit soft off the mark but giving a more potent higher-rpm rush. Both
models are exceptionally quick. No matter which ML you choose, braking performance is strong
and reassuring. On a winding road, the Mercedes-Benz ML tends to roll a bit when pressed, but
the ride is compliant without being floaty. The all-electric steering system is a bit of a
disappointment, however, as it's overly light and doesn't provide the sort of subtle feedback
we've come to expect from Mercedes-Benz. The ML63 is better in this regard, as you would
hope from such a high-performance machine. The Mercedes-Benz M-Class features an upscale
cabin and seating for five. The more rounded dash design reminds us more of the distantly
related Jeep Grand Cherokee in its appearance than its squared-off Mercedes siblings, but
that's more of an aesthetic critique. The COMAND interface works well and allows the driver to
easily select the car's more complicated infotainment options without making simpler
commands too difficult. Passenger room is impressive, as the M-Class offers more rear legroom
than most of its competitors. There's no third row offered, though. With the rear seats in place,
there is a total of 36 cubic feet of luggage space. When the seats are folded flat, this expands to
71 cubes -- an average figure for this class of vehicle. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the M-Class. View Photos. Write a review See all 6 reviews. Scheduled
Service Costly. When you go to a Mercedes Benz dealer be prepared to sacrifice a Kidney. The
charges are out rages. Compared to a regular car you get the feeling Mercedes is bending you

over because you are driving a Mercedes. Other than the service rip off I feel this is a great
vehicle and would buy the newer model when I trade in. Read more. Read less. Making Friends
with a Mercedes Benz. Know that the regular maintenance for this car requires more frequent
check-ups than most other comparable SUV's and that it will be more expensive, too. Along
came this MB at a local Toyota dealership at the time, I was checking a Honda Pilot and a
Toyota Highlander - both used , and, after an impressive test drive, I chose luxury and safety.
So, to be honest, the purchase was as much serendipitous as it was carefully researched and
goal-driven. Such is life. Having driven the same Toyota Land Cruiser for over 20 years, I was
initially overwhelmed by the new technology of the MB, but am growing to appreciate, for
example, the added safety of multiple sensors. Those and the simultaneous gas mileage
read-out have already made me a better, smarter driver. Early days, but I'm pleased with my
purchase. I purchased this ML new in August I stepped on the brakes , which disengaged the
cruise control and also swerved to miss the other vehicle this. Write a review. Expensive
compared to some rivals no third-row seat option disappointing steering response. Vehicle
overview. For , a rear-wheel-drive ML model debuts along with the new mbrace2 telematics
system, collision prevention assist, an optional off-road package and new front seats with
massage functions. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Very responsive; really tried to sell me the call. They have great customer service. They
have contacted me about purchasing the car. They are working with my schedule. Hope to go
soon. Never go there again If this vehicle available next month - I will purchase this car. But
yeah, Jose called me within 30 minutes. Super laid back. Called and texted me to make it easier.
Josh is awesome. No haggle, and I was able to go sign papers and drive my new car back to
work all at lunch time! Abbi was very good at following up and provided pictures and
information about the car that was not available on the CarFax. I did not end up buying the car
because they would not decrease the overall cost of the car. We understood that it was a good
price, but we were looking for a great price. If I find another car with them, I would like to work
with Abbi again. Wonderful experience. They processed my paperwork with no problems snd
gave me exactly what I was looking for. I highly recommend purchasing your new car from here.
Shift was very responsive and informative. We change dour minds and were not ready to
purchase. I will certainly look to Shift when we're ready. The worst car buying experience ever!!!
Customer service is not important to them. Clear communication is not important to them. Save
time and money and just go to traditional dealership. First of all the customer service over the
phone was horrible just setting up an appointment was hard and the sales man was acting like
he was a police officer because I was helping my ll nephew co-sign for a car because he just
landed a job we had down and he was worried about M Y license being suspended but whatever
I understand no dealers want to deal with co signers. Refused to respond to my request for
additional information, just kept asking when I was coming in for a test drive. Misrepresented
truck drove 6 hrs one direction truck was smoking and was full of rust in bed frame and cab all
salesman wanted to show about was the radio will never go back and would never reccomend
to anyone. I saw my dream car online. I contacted Fantasy Auto and Mark responded very
quickly. He sent pictures and answered questions. Since we were out of state, he FaceTimed
with me showing me details about the car. The car was perfect so Mark got everything set up
and we drove there in our trade in. Everyone was friendly and helpful. He took care of us in a
short time period and then we headed back to our state in our beautiful new used car.
Outstanding service, the sales person went the extra mile on every aspect of the sale. Fast
efficient and professional dealership! My questions were answered and I was happy with the
knowledge they have with financing. In my opinion great place to buy your next vehicle. The
salesman was Extremely about the vehicle and brand I was looking at. The management were
also on top of communications and helpful. I may return for the vehicle later this week Easiest
car buying experience. Robert was a pleasure to work with. He was super friendly and
accommodating. There was a great selection of cars. We've been very happy with the car and
will definitely be back. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time
lexus dash symbols
jaguar stype manual
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to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to
narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days
on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with

a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. This body design is much better than its replacement and MB has decided
to go back to it with the GLC design. It was a pleasant experience, my car is clean though
expensive but i love it. Am happy but before selling those cars diagnose it and correct all
electrical issues is any. All accessories including jack, manual and other important items
should follow the car. The price should be moderate also. Thank you, continue to protecting
your name by efficient Read more. Why Use CarGurus?

